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Presentation Skills



Assessing Your Skills

Evaluate Yourself  - How would you describe 
yourself as a Speaker?

Avoider - Does their very best to avoid appearing before 
an audience.

Resister – Although fearful of public speaking, they may 
not be able to avoid the task. When they do speak, it is 
done with a great lack of enthusiasm or unwillingness

Accepter – Will give presentations as a part of their job 
function or if asked, but will not seek appointments

Seeker – Looks for speaking engagements to build their 
communication skills and self-confidence.

SELF - EVALUATION



Even the most experience presenters have some form of anxiety occasion. This may 
occur when presenting a particular topic, which may be of serious interest to an 

audience. The idea is to make the stress work FOR you and not AGAINST you.

Organize

Visualize

Practice

Breathe

Focus on Relaxing

Release Tension

Move

Make Eye Contact with your Audience

ANXIETY



ANXIETY
Organize
- The lack of organizing your thoughts and ideas before a 

presentation can significantly accelerate your anxiety levels. 

- Standing before an audience not prepared for a presentation 

can cast a presenter in an unwelcomed light, even though 

that individual may be an expert in their field.

Visualize
Imagine giving your presentation and  answering questions. 

This task will assist your preparation for answering questions, 

your hand movements, topic flow and organization, and any 

other modifications that can be made to better the quality of 

your presentation.



Practice 
Rehearse your presentation mentally by standing 

and walking around as if your audience is present. 

Use your visual aids (if you have them).  It is 

recommended that you do at least two dress 

rehearsals. If you can have someone critique you, do 

so. Accept constructive criticism. Incorporate any 

changes you feel are required before your final 

practice session. 

Breathe
Before you start, remember to inhale deeply. This 

will assist in loosening the muscles, which will then 

allow a relaxed feeling to penetrate the anxiety.

ANXIETY



ANXIETY
Focus on Relaxing
A presenter must take the time to clear their mind prior to standing 

before their audience. Once you have rehearsed your presentation, 

take time out to relax and focus on the task at hand. 

Release Tension
Tension that builds to point will stimulate your hands and legs to begin 

shaking. It is important to release this build-up before facing an 

audience. Tension release exercises serve to do just that. 

Starting with your toes and calf muscles, tighten your muscles up 

through your body (i.E., Toes, feet, calves, thighs, stomach, chest, 

shoulders, arms and fingers), finally making a fist.  Immediately release 

the tension buildup and take a deep breath. Repeat this exercise until 

you feel the tension start to drain away. Keep in mind that this exercise 

is to be done quietly so that no one knows you're relaxing!



Move
A presenter who stands in one position while delivering a 

presentation can bore their audience to sleep, no matter how 

interesting their topic may be. 

As you present, keep in mind that you are in control of your 

audience. As such, practice moving about. The act of moving 

during a presentation can assist in releasing tension, helping 

the presenter to feel comfortable after time with his/her 

audience.

Make Eye Contact with your Audience
It is important that a level of eye contact with the audience is 

maintained. It gives the audience the impression that you as a 

presenter know what they are taking about. It also plays a role 

in making the audience comfortable with you as a source of 

knowledge, proving yourself to be confident about your topic.

ANXIETY



IMPROMPTU SPEAKING
There are those who have a natural talent for impromptu speaking. However, some are terrified of 

such an act. If called to make a sudden presentation, or simply to highlight a topic based on your 

experience, it is always good to be prepared for such events. Before you speak, break your topic down 

into segments:

• Introduce with comments, giving yourself some time to gather your thoughts.

• Explain yourself clearly. Your audience will expect a certain level of readiness no matter what 

the circumstances.

• Deliver your presentation focusing on the main points without deviating. Since this is an 

impromptu presentation, focusing on the topic will tell your audience that you have a firm 

understanding of the subject matter.

• Conclude by summarizing your presentation, then close.



PRESENTATION DEVELOPMENT
Effective Presentation Skills

Effective presentations skills are learned, not inherited. 

Through out this section and the previous two, we have 

reviewed in detail what is required in presenting to audiences 

of various backgrounds and experiences. Below are eight steps 

used to make your presentation effective:

• Brainstorm Main Ideas

• State the Sub-points

• State the Benefits

• Develop Handouts

• Develop Visual Aids

• Main Idea Preview/Review Sentence

• Develop the Introduction

• Develop the Conclusion



Brainstorm Main Ideas
Use post-it notes, index cards, or an outline 
app to  brainstorm some possible main ideas 
for your presentation. All ideas flow without 
editing with the goal of generating as many 
ideas as possible.

State the Sub-points
Once you have the main points of your 
presentation, it is time to develop supporting 
ideas. These may consist of explanations, data 
or other evidence to support your main ideas.

PRESENTATION DEVELOPMENT



PRESENTATION DEVELOPMENT
State the Benefits
Your presentation should drive some main 
points in the form of benefits. Therefore, it is 
necessary to tell the audience specifically what 
benefits they will receive. Benefits are usually 
placed in the body of the presentation. 

Develop Handouts

Handouts add credibility to your presentation 

by:

• reinforcing important information

• summarizing action items for the audience to 

follow up on

• supplying supporting data you don't want 

cluttering your visual aids



Develop Visual Aids
Visual aids are used to assist the presenter in 

conveying their message to the audience, with the 

hope of giving sharing a better understanding of your 

ideas and processes.

Visual aids positioned correctly in addition to body 

movements will significantly influence the attention 

span of the audience. This tactic is used most 

effectively when your topic consist of more 

informative benefits.

Main Idea Preview/Review Sentence
Say what you are going to say

Say what you already stated.

PRESENTATION DEVELOPMENT



PRESENTATION DEVELOPMENT

Develop the Introduction
The introductions consist of two major functions.

• Provide the necessary information

• Get attention 

Develop the Conclusion
Good conclusions always return to material in your 

introduction. They should reference the background 

material, rhetorical question, anecdote, or data that you 

used in the introduction.



Proper setup and preparation is essential when utilizing tools to assist in your presentation. A presenter 
must allocate the time necessary to make sure that all tools that will be used are fully functioning and 

positioned correctly in the room well in advance before your presentation.

Overhead Projectors 

Flip Charts

Computer Hardware & Software

Handouts

Pointers

Microphones

Lighting

Seating Arrangements

CONTROLLING THE PRESENTATION



CONTROLLING THE PRESENTATION
Multimedia Projectors 
Always check your projector equipment beforehand. 

Multimedia projectors use projector lamps or bulbs, 

which can fade or burn out. Check that you have the 

right connectors to the projector from your source 

device. It is recommended that you have an 

extension cord, especially in situations where the 

electrical source is not that close by. 

Flip Charts
If using a flip chart approach to your presentation, 
check to make sure you have a good supply of 
marking pens and that they are not dried out. 



Computer Hardware & Software

Always check your computer or other source 
device along with any software that will be 
used for your presentation. Have a backup 
source nearby. 

Handouts

Although handout are suggested, there are 
some things to consider:

• Are handouts easily accessible and in order, so 
they can be handed out with minimum disruption? 

• Have you arranged for assistance in handing them 
out if needed?

CONTROLLING THE PRESENTATION



CONTROLLING THE PRESENTATION
Pointers

When conducting a presentation at a 
distance away from the screen, utilizing a 
pointer is recommended. As with any device, 
make sure it is working prior to giving your 
presentation. 

Microphones

The size of the room and the number of 
people attending your seminar will 
determine if a mic is necessary. If a 
microphone is needed, be sure to request 
one that is roam enabled so that you can 
move around.



Lighting

Some rooms are bright and may require 
adjustments. Make sure to check the 
lighting in the room in contrast to the 
lighted levels of your presentation screen. 
Make sure the room is not too dark where 
your audience may have trouble seeing you.

Seating Arrangements

Take the opportunity to arrange seating 
according to how you conduct your 
presentation. If planning groups sessions, 
arrange the seats in such a way to 
accommodate. 

CONTROLLING THE PRESENTATION



PRESENTATION DELIVERY
Deliver your presentation in the following sequence:

• Introduction

• Preview sentence (tell what you’re going to tell)

• Main ideas and sub-ideas (tell them)

• Benefits (in persuasive presentations)

• Review sentence (tell them what you told them)

• Conclusion



PRESENTATION TIPS

• Posture

• Movement

• Shoulder Orientation

• Gestures

• Eye Contact

• Monotone

• Talking to Fast

• Problems with Volume



DISCUSSIONS

Types of Questions

Handling Answers to Questions

Responding to Questions from the Audience




